TUTORIAL ON HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN 3D BOOK MOCKUP WITH COREL PAINTSHOP PRO.
Any author sometimes would like to promote or advertise their books, before they are printed or available. A
3D Picture looks better than a flat one.

Both pics are exactly the same front page, but the 3D one on the left is in my own opinion closer resembling a
book than the one on the right. People viewing your pic on social media or your personal web page, will
prefer the 3D one. How do you do it, as the book is not yet printed to take a photograph of? The easiest way is
to make use of the perspective function of Paintshop Pro (or any other Photo manipulating software).
First you need a copy of your front cover page:

The tutorial on how to design a front page will be dealt with seperately.
Secondly you need a copy of the 3D book that you are going to use to post your front page on. On this page,
(http://www.myebook.co.za/how-to-make-a-free-3d-cover-image-of-your-book), there are two versions
(use the blank version) that can be used, a thick and thin version:

For this tutorial we are going to use the thick one.
Fire up Paintshop Pro and open the coverless 3D book. You are free to use your own photograph, with a
background, as the methods I am using will exactly be the same. Click on file and open, and navigate to where
you have placed the picture.

I am using Paintshop Pro (PSP) 2018 in this tutorial, but you can use any version of PSP. Take note that 2018
and 2018 Ultimate are both the same. In the Ultimate package, you just get additional programs that run
outside PSP.

Now click again on open and open the front page pic. You will not see the book anymore, but the front page.
Both are seperately open in the program and can seperately be worked on:

Here yoy can see both are open. The 3D Book template is darker in the tab space, while the front page is
lighter. It indicates the front page is active and displayed. Just click on the one you want to work on. You can
open more of them if your project requires it.
Make the 3D Book active.

Hover over the lower right corner of the program.

You can see the size of the 3D book pic is displayed. It is 2040 x 2408 dpi.
Make the front page active and click in Imige, Resize. It is important that the front page be smaller so that you
can see the 3D book when you place the one over the other one. Once you have clicked on resize, a pop-up
screen will show up.

First make sure that Lock aspect ratio is enabled (lower red arrow). Now make width 1200. The height will
automatically adjust to 1800, which is smaller than the 3D book's 2408. You may also adjust the height to
1800 and the width will adjust to 1200. If your front page is another resolution (size), the values will differ.
This will make the pic smaller than the 3D book, but big enough not to loose quality. Click on OK and the
image will adjust. Select the whole pic by click Ctrl + A (or Selections and select all). You will see the image is
now selected. Click on Ctrl + C for copy or Edit and copy and make the 3D Book active.Click on edit and select
Paste as new layer. The front page will now lay on top of the 3D book as a layer.

Now make the front page active and click on the X nect to the name to close the pic, to save some RAM. In
this screenshot, you will see that the front page is selected, placed over the 3D book, as a layer. On the lower
right side you wil see the Raster 1 layer is selected. It is the default name as this is a raster layer. you can read
about this in the learning centre of PSP. Now click on the white arrow icon on the left, just below the hand
icon.

Click on mode (the arrow nect to mode)

Select Free that is showing up in the selection list.

On the right hand side, on the layers palette, the Raster layer is selected. It is indicated in blue, in other words,
what you do, will be happening on the front page pic and not the backgroud (3D book). Now click on the
opacity (transparency window and dray to 30%. The front page will almost dissappear.

Now you can see through the front page.

Click again on the mode slider and select free as the mode jumped automatically back to scale. Now dray the
top right button of the front page to the top right of the books front page. The transparency of the front page
will assist to get it right. It will only move seperate from the other three corners in the free mode.

Do with all four corners until right.

Zoom in to get the fine tuning correct. Remeber the free mode. Here you can see it is not correct.

Zoom back when completed.

Slide opacity slider back to 100% and then click on the hand, just above the white arrow on the left. You will
see the front page is now correct over the 3D books front page. I am not going to bore yoy with saving as PSD
or PSP file to keep the layers, but only to flatten and save as jpg. If you save nowas jpg, only one layer will
besaved. The two seperate layers must first be merged. So click on layers tab on top of the main window, not

right, and select merge, the merge all (Flatten). Now it is one layer. Now you can save as jpg where you want
and the bottom layer's size will be the pic's size.
Congratulations, you have made the mockup of your printed book, before it is even printed. This pic you can
use on your web page or on social media to brag or advertise.

